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Terms of Reference and Scope of Services 

Federal Republic of Somalia (FRS) 

Recurrent Cost and Reform Refinancing Project II (RCRF) 

Inter-Governmental Fiscal Relations (IGFR) Consultancy 

 

Duty station: Mogadishu, Somalia  

Position title: Inter-Governmental Fiscal Relations Consultant, Ministry of Finance, Somalia  

Reporting to: Project Coordinator, Ministry of Finance  

Duration: One year  

 

BACKGROUND:  

After more than two decades of civil strife, Somalia is looking at a new horizon. The Somali 

people and their new leaders are determined to bring the country forward and remove it 

from its “failed state” status. Somalia is ready for the world stage and its new leaders are 

laying the necessary foundation to ensure the transition and development of the country. 

One of the key objectives of this administration is to increase the legitimacy and capacity of 

the administration through public sector reforms, delivery of basic services, and increasing 

institutional capacities. These objectives can partly be achieved through the development of 

a more coherent framework for inter-governmental fiscal relations, which will require active 

engagement between the federal and regional states. This has the potential to spur increased 

government legitimacy and institutional building, while overtime leading to improved 

security and governance.  

There is now general consensus among Somali leaders that a federal system of government 

provides the best chance of bringing together the fragmented state. The idea of a federal 

system of government was first proposed in 2004, when the interim federal charter was 

adopted. It gained momentum with the adoption of the Provisional Constitution in August 

2012. The Constitution lays the foundations for the creation of a viable federal system of 

government through the Federal Government of Somalia (FGS). However, much remains to 

be done to fashion the constitutional framework into a workable multilevel government 

architecture that can husband economic growth and improve the standard of living for the 

people of Somalia.  
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Fiscal arrangements lie at the heart of the federal project. Somalia’s 2012 Provisional 

Constitution does not specify how functions and resources will be distributed between the 

levels of government, except in relation to four specific areas. Assignment of functions, and 

the distribution of resources to finance them, will likely be among the most contentious 

provisions to be debated as the final constitution is agreed.  

As part of the Multi-Partner Fund (MPF), the second Recurrent Cost and Reform Financing 

(RCRF II) project has been prepared to finance an emerging system of inter-governmental 

fiscal transfers from the FGS to 2  

 

Federal Member States (FMS), as well as to support inter-governmental dialogue on fiscal 

issues through two forums: the Technical Intergovernmental Fiscal Federalism Committee, 

and the Finance Ministers Fiscal Forum (FMFF). This will enable the Somali government to 

start to build a more coherent framework for inter-governmental fiscal relations. This 

ultimately will also enhance government’s credibility with the local population. The Multi-

Partner Fund also supports the Financial Governance Committee (FGC) which provides 

advice to the FGS and FMS on strategic financial governance issues including on inter-

governmental fiscal relations, through international delegates (representing the World Bank, 

IMF, and bilateral development partners).  

At its most recent meeting in Garowe in September 2017, the Finance Minister’s Fiscal Forum 

has reached agreement on the harmonization of Khat, cigarettes, and departure tax. 

Discussions on the adoption of a national customs legal framework, supported by common 

technology and processes are ongoing (presently customs revenues are administered and 

collected separately by the FGS and FMS in their respective jurisdictions). Revenue and 

function assignments between the FGS and FMS are also on the agenda of the technical 

committee.  

In parallel to the inter-governmental fiscal dialogue, there are ongoing discussions relating 

to inter-governmental coordination and the Constitution. In October 2017 the five Federal 

Member States (Puntland, Jubbaland, South West (Koonfur Galbeed), Galmudug, and 

Hirshabelle) agreed to form a Council on Inter-State Cooperation (CIC). The constitutional 

review process is also ongoing.  

OBJECTIVES:  

In line with the strategic directives provided under the Ministry of Finance of the Federal 

Government of Somalia and in close coordination with the Project Coordination Unit, 
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Revenue and Budget Departments, the consultant will focus on issues furthering the 

emerging inter-governmental fiscal framework in order to:  

 a. to support inter-governmental dialogue and agreements on fiscal matters, 

including but not limited to: i) harmonization of inter-governmental systems (e.g. customs, 

inland revenues, PFM legal and regulatory frameworks); ii) revenue and function 

assignment, iii) and ultimately of fiscal arrangements for revenue sharing that promote 

greater equity in resource distribution among federal and sub-national governments.  

 b. to deliver on a) above, develop and support the implementation of an IGFR Work 

Program with specific actions on inter-governmental fiscal relations to be managed through 

the Technical Intergovernmental Fiscal Federalism Committee, and the Finance Ministers 

Fiscal Forum (FMFF).  

 c. Build the capacity of the FGS Ministry of Finance to support inter-governmental 

fiscal relations through mentoring, training, and on-the-job-learning, with emphasis on staff 

in the Revenue and Budget Departments.  

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:  

The specific responsibilities would include, but not limited to the following: 3  

 

 

 • Provide policy advice on inter-governmental fiscal issues to the FGS Ministry of 

Finance with an emphasis on the Departments of Revenue and Budget including on: o 

Increased harmonization of the emerging inter-governmental fiscal framework (e.g. customs, 

inland revenues, PFM legal and regulatory frameworks);  

o Promotion of inter-governmental agreement on revenue and function assignment;  

o Fiscal arrangements for revenue sharing that promote greater equity in resource 

distribution;  

  

 • Ensure, in collaboration with and PIU, timely arrangement and facilitation of 

periodic inter-governmental dialogue meetings of the Technical Intergovernmental Fiscal 

Federalism Committee, and the Finance Ministers Fiscal Forum (FMFF), including 

development and implementation of an IGFR Work Program;  
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 • Ensure all inter-governmental fiscal transfers are clearly captured in FGS and FMS 

budget documents and executed in a timely manner in accordance with agreed criteria and 

procedures in close coordination with the Budget Department and PIU.  

 • Promote the FGS engagement with FMS to strengthen inter-governmental trust, 

and, ultimately, fiscal arrangements that promote greater equity in resource distribution 

among federal and sub-national governments;  

 • Support the development of quarterly reporting of standardized fiscal data by FMS 

to FGS linked to RCRF transfers, and undertake fiscal analysis of FMS fiscal data on an 

annual and quarterly basis, and consolidated Inter-Governmental Fiscal Reports;  

 • Build the capacity of staff of the Revenue and Budget Departments to support inter-

governmental fiscal relations through mentoring, training, and on-the-job-learning;  

 • Support the interim and emerging states in meeting the policy benchmarks to 

enable continued access the RCRF project funds;  

 • Expedite information sharing and transfer as and when required;  

 • Ensure coordination of IGFR agenda with other relevant inter-governmental bodies, 

including communication and coordination of activities with the Financial Governance 

Committee (FGC) on inter-governmental fiscal matters;  

 • Attend meetings/tasks with the Federal Government of Somalia and World Bank 

staff related this task as required;  

 • Ensure timely availability of meeting reports and minutes, and;  

 • Any other functions as may be delegated by FGS and the PFM coordinator  

 

QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS REQUIREMENTS:  

The Ministry of Finance is seeking qualified candidate(s) with the following attributes:  

• Advanced degree, preferably in development studies, economics, management, 

finance, public finance, public or business administration;  

• Must have at least 10 years of working experience; 5 years of which should be in 

public revenue or public finance management (PFM);  
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• Experience of leading similar assignment(s) in a federal or highly devolved context, 

ideally including fragile or post-conflict states;  

• Demonstrated technical competence (in the form of publications, documented 

advisory work, or documented project outputs), in inter-governmental fiscal relations, 

ideally including revenue harmonization and assignment, function assignment, design of 

inter-governmental transfers, and public financial management (PFM).  

• Fluent communication (spoken and written) skills in Somali and English, including 

the ability to communicate proactively with key stakeholders at both federal and member 

state level;  

• Strong inter-personal skills and ability to work within and build a team environment, 

ability to provide both detailed and strategic analysis, excellent communication and 

negotiation skills, ability to work effectively and harmoniously within a diverse work 

environment;  

• Ability to adapt and cope with changes in a post-conflict society.  

 

DELIVERABLES:  

Deliverables will include, but not be limited to the following:-  

i Support the interim and emerging states in meeting the policy benchmarks to enable 

continued access the RCRF project funds, and document lessons learned/emerging issues;  

ii IGFR Work Program with specific actions on inter-governmental fiscal relations to be 

managed through the Technical Intergovernmental Fiscal Federalism Committee, and the 

Finance Ministers Fiscal Forum (FMFF);  

iii Provide policy advice, documented in briefing papers and presentations, on inter-

governmental fiscal issues;  

iv Documentation of inter-governmental forums, including taking minutes, and 

providing timely conference reports;  

 

 

i Support FGS MOF to prepare and publish Annual and Quarterly Consolidated Inter-

Governmental Fiscal Reports on FMS fiscal data with associated analysis.  
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ii Inter-Governmental Fiscal Relations capacity enhanced within Ministry of Finance 

with basic functions in place in Revenue and Budget Departments;  

iii All inter-governmental fiscal transfers are clearly captured in FGS and FMS budget 

documents and executed in a timely manner in accordance with agreed criteria and 

procedures;  

iv Preparation of assignment related Project Status Report (PSR);  

v The consultant will submit three reports – Monthly, Quarterly and end of assignment 

reports.  

 

DUTY STATION:  

   Mogadishu.  

  With frequent travel to the capitals of Regional States.  

   

Interested candidates must send their CV and cover letter to the email addresses below by 

November 4th, 2017, 11:00 pm, Mogadishu time and clearly marked: Inter-Governmental 

Fiscal Relations (IGFR) Consultancy. 

 

Ministry of Finance 

Villa Somalia, Mogadishu 

E-mail: pfmreformunit@gmail.com  

Cc: Procurement.fgs@gmail.com  

mailto:pfmreformunit@gmail.com
mailto:Procurement.fgs@gmail.com



